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Adsorption of Au on Si(553) results in the self-assembly of highly ordered step arrays of one-
dimensional (1D) Au atomic wires along the step direction. Charge transfer from the terrace to
the step edge causes that every third Si atom at the step edge exhibits a partially filled dangling
bond hosting a single fully spin polarized electron which forms in an ordered 1D spin chain along
the step. The interstep correlation of this 3-fold periodicity in neighboring Si step edges and the
geometry of the unit cell has been determined by means of high-resolution spot profile analysis low
energy electron diffraction, scanning tunneling microspopy, and density-functional theory. While
the 2-fold periodicity of the Au wires exhibits a weak interwire interaction leading to streaks in
the diffraction pattern, the correlation of the Si step edge atoms is a by far stronger interaction,
resulting in clear spots. The corresponding unit cell spanned by the threefold ordered step edge
atoms can be described as a centered structure which is magnetically frustrated and may stabilize
a (2D) quantum spin liquid.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 68.47.Fg

The assembly of single atoms into chains has attracted
a lot of attention during the last years1, because of the
wealth of intriguing phenomena peculiar to the world of
one dimension. Such atomic wire systems exhibit prop-
erties like intrinsic electronic and structural instabilities,
resulting in the formation of charge density waves or spin
density waves, depending on the interaction strength be-
tween electron system and lattice. In reality, such one-
dimensional metallic atomic wire systems can be real-
ized through self-assembly during the adsorption of metal
atoms on perfectly aligned atomic terraces of vicinal Si
surfaces2–5.

One of the most spectacular findings in such atomic
wire systems is the existence of highly ordered 1D arrays
of spins associated with the dangling-bond orbitals along
a row of Si step-edge atoms5–10. Employing the miscut of
the surface, the interwire coupling can easily be adjusted
and 2D magnetic ordering of the spins may become pos-
sible at low temperatures. Here we raise the question of
the geometry and the magnetic long range ordering ver-
sus possible magnetic frustration induced by the increas-
ing 2D interaction. We use a prototypical atomic wire
system, namely the Si(553) surface decorated with rows
of Au atoms, to answer the question by means of high res-
olution low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), and density-functional the-
ory (DFT).

The Si(553) surface can be described as equally spaced
(111) terraces separated by a single atomic step height

of astep = 3.14 Å, and a distance between steps of

a⊥ = 14.8 Å. The atomic distance in the [110] direc-

tion, i.e., along the steps, is a0 = 3.84 Å. Au adsorption
leads to the formation of linear chains, whose 1D metal-

lic nature has been confirmed in several electronic band
structure studies11–14. Early works on Si(553) assumed
a Au coverage of 0.25 ML11,15,16, corresponding to a sin-
gle chain of Au atoms along the terraces. In a X-ray
diffraction (XRD) study Ghose et al. proposed the for-
mation of an Au double row decorating the step edges in
the Si(553)-Au system17 with an Au coverage of 0.5 ML.
STM simulations, however, seemed to be in good agree-
ment with a single atomic Au row in the middle of the
terrace15,18. Finally, diffraction experiments also gave
strong favor to an Au coverage of 0.5 ML19,20. Well be-
low room temperature electron diffraction patterns show
a twofold (×2), and a threefold (×3) periodicity along the
steps, respectively12,19,21. The former is assigned to the
dimerization of the Au double row along the steps22. An
ab-initio calculation confirmed that the dimerized double
row Au chain in the middle of the terrace and a single
honeycomb-like graphitic strip of Si atoms at the step
edge is energetically most favorable22, which is consis-
tent with STM9,12,13,15,23,24 and XRD20 studies. DFT
calculations taking into account spin polarization led to
the most recent structure model6 referred to as original
in the following. Every third Si step edge atom of the
honeycomb-like strip carries a half-filled electron orbital
with corresponding lower density, leading to the intrigu-
ing prediction that these Si atoms are intrinsically fully
spin polarized. The coupling between neighboring spin
polarized Si atoms along the steps is proposed to be anti-
ferromagnetic, while it is ferromagnetic across the steps.
The fingerprint of these spin chains is a distinct unoccu-
pied electronic state several tenth of eV above the Fermi
level, as predicted by DFT6 and detected in scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) studies8–10. STM images
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taken at a tunneling bias sensitive to that characteristic
DOS show the pronounced ×3 periodicity9.
Here, we present experimental evidence that the orig-

inal structure model exhibits a unit cell which has to
be modified to correctly describe the ×2- and ×3 pe-
riodicities found in the LEED pattern. The long-range
order of adjacent Si step edge atoms perpendicular to the
steps is exceptionally strong. From a detailed analysis of
the diffraction pattern, which is representative for mm2

surface areas as well as the corresponding STM images
reflecting the local morphology, two questions regarding
the surface structure can be answered: The first is the
solution of the geometry of the unit cell and second its
impact on the magnetic ordering when taking the pro-
posed spin ordered ground state as a basis.
The experiments were performed under ultra-high vac-

uum conditions (UHV) at a base pressure of p ≈ 2 ×
10−10 mbar. A n-type Si(553) substrate (phosphorus
doped, 0.01 Ωcm) mounted on a liquid nitrogen cryo-
stat was used. After cleaning via direct current heat-
ing up to 1250 °C in several short flash-anneal cycles, the
sample was held at an elevated temperature of 650 °C.
Au was deposited from an electron beam-heated graphite
crucible25 followed by a post annealing step at 850 °C9.
Subsequently the sample was rapidly cooled to liquid ni-
trogen temperatures. The surface morphology was de-
termined with a spot profile analysis low-energy electron
diffraction (SPA-LEED) instrument26,27. LEED patterns
were taken at a temperature of 80 K and an electron en-
ergy of 150 eV.
In Fig. 1 (a) a LEED pattern of the Au nanowire deco-

rated Si(553) surface is shown. Clear integer order spots
reflect the (1× 1) unit cell of the underlying Si(553) sur-
face (as indicated in Fig. 1 (a) as grey shaded rhom-

boid) with dimensions of 2π/3.84 Å × 2π/14.8 Å along
the [110] and [3310] crystallographic orientations. The
corresponding real space unit cell can either be inter-
preted as primitive (1 × 1) cell or as a centered unit cell

with dimensions of 3.84 Å × 2 · 14.8 Å, thus reflecting
the underlying rectangular symmetry of the Si(553) sur-
face. The next dominant feature of the LEED pattern is
the streaklike intensity along the [3310] direction. These
streaks at half way between the integer order spots arise
from the strict ×2 periodicity of the Au dimers along the
wires.
The most intriguing feature of the diffraction pattern,

however, is intensity located at 1/3 and 2/3 positions
in between the rows of integer order spots, reflecting
×3 periodicity along the steps. Such intensity has also
been observed in LEED patterns of previous experiments
as “streaks”12,14,21. This is consistent with the original

structure model which explains this tripled periodicity
through partial charge transfer from the Au atoms to
the Si dangling bonds at the step edges, leaving every
third Si step edge atom fully spin polarized. Here we ob-
serve a clear series of only slightly elongated spots instead
of “streaks”. To emphasize this, Fig. 2 shows a LEED
intensity line profile taken along the [3310] at the -2/3
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Figure 1. (a) LEED pattern of the Si(553)-Au surface taken
at 150 eV and T = 80 K. The primitive (1×1) reciprocal unit
cell is indicated by a grey rhomboid. Half way between the
rows of sharp integer order spots streaks are found originating
from dimer Au rows along the terraces. Located at 1/3 and
2/3 positions slightly elongated spots from the tripled peri-
odicity of the Si step edge atoms indicate a clear long-range
ordering. The integrated line profile taken along the [110] di-
rection (right side of the diffraction pattern) does not show
any intensity indicating ×6 periodicity (dashed arrows). (b)
Sketch of the diffraction pattern with (1× 3) unit cells (green
solid line). The green dashed lines depict the super-imposed
mirror-domain resulting in coinciding diffraction spots. (c)
Expected diffraction pattern and unit cells of the original
structure proposed by Erwin et al.6 with expected diffraction
spot positions indicated by grey ovals. Green crosses mark the
positions of experimentally found diffraction spots. (d) New
structure model with modified primitive (green rhomboids) or
centered unit cell (black rectangular), respectively. (e) Origi-
nal structure model (solid red line) superimposed with mirror
domain (dashed red line). The Si step edge atoms are indi-
cated in grey and Au atoms as yellow spheres. Dimerization
is indicated by the shaded yellow lines.
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Figure 2. Intensity line profile of the diffraction pattern at
-2/3 position along the [3310] direction. The clearly peaked
structure (blue dots) with the same equidistant periodicity

as the underlying substrate ( a∗

⊥ = 2π/14.8 Å) is fitted by a
series of Lorentzian functions (dashed and solid lines) and a
constant background intensity. In the upper part of the figure
the residual of the fit is depicted. The red arrows point to the
positions indicative for the two equivalent structures sketched
in Fig. 1 (e).

position in the Brillouin zone. Clear spots with low con-
stant background intensity are separated by 2π/14.8 Å,
thus showing the same periodicity as the underlying sub-
strate. Both findings are direct evidence for long-range
ordering of the ×3 periodicity of the Si step edge atoms
perpendicular to the steps. This is in clear contrast to
the Au dimer rows in between, which do not show such
a spot-like intensity, thus exhibiting no fixed phase cor-
relation between neighboring Au-chains. This is in clear
contrast to the Au dimer rows in between, which do not
show such a spot-like intensity, thus exhibiting no fixed
phase correlation between neighboring Au-chains. This
leads to such large broadening of the spots along the
[3310] direction that only streaks are visible.

In Fig. 1 (e) the most important features of the real
space structure of the original model are sketched. The
dimerized double-strand Au rows, which are the origin
of the half order streaks, are shown in yellow. Every
third Si step edge atom with its unoccupied orbital is
highlighted by a larger grey circle. From the position
of the 1/3 and 2/3 spots in reciprocal space we are now
able to unambiguously determine the geometry of the
(1× 3) unit cell spanned by the Si step edge atoms with
unoccupied orbitals. Taking the ×3 periodicity of the
Si step edge atoms as a commonly accepted structural
element, then the geometry of the (1 × 3) unit cell only
depends on the correlation of the Si step edge atoms with
unoccupied orbitals between neighboring steps. There
are three possible lateral translational vectors to define
the correlations of Si step edges in neighboring steps,

spanning the primitive unit cells.

In the original model these Si atoms of the neighboring
steps are shifted upwards by half of a substrate unit cell
(1/2 a0) along the step direction. The corresponding se-
ries of reciprocal space unit cells is indicated by red solid
lines in Fig. 1 (c). Performing a mirror operation with
a mirror plane along the [3310] direction results in the
geometry shown in Fig. 1 (e) with the (1 × 3) unit cells
pictured in dashed red lines. The corresponding recipro-
cal unit cell is indicated by dashed red lines in Fig. 1 (c).
We expect diffraction spots at the positions indicated by
the grey ovals which do not coincide, but exibit alter-
nating separations of 1/3 a∗⊥ and 2/3 a∗⊥ between each
other. Obviously the position of the experimentally ob-
served diffraction spots (marked by green crosses) do not
match the gray ovals predicted for the original unit cell
geometry.

The third possible geometry results from a lateral shift
of 3/2 a0 as indicated in green lines in Fig. 1 (d). The ge-
ometry of this structure remains unchanged after mirror
operation with a mirror plane perpendicular to the steps.
The inherent higher symmetry of this primitive unit cell
manifests in the possibility to describe it with a centered
geometry, i.e., a centered unit cell. The corresponding se-
ries of (1×3) reciprocal unit cells is shown in Fig. 1 (b) in
green lines and exactly fits the positions of the measured
diffraction spots. From the spot profile shown in Fig. 2
we can exclude any significant presence of the structure
elements sketched in Fig. 1 (e). The spot profile of the
equidistant series of 1/3 order spots has been fitted by
a series of Lorentzian functions, describing a geometric
distribution of domains with finite correlation length28,29

perpendicular to the steps of Γ ≈ 10 nm. The residuum
between the fit and the experimental data is shown in
the upper part of Fig. 2(a). From the absence of remain-
ing intensity at the positions (indicated by dashed and
solid red arrows) expected for the two other structural
models [Fig. 1 (e)] we can conclude that the entire sur-
face exhibits the centered type unit cell as presented in
Fig. 1 (d).

The new centered structure is also present in the STM
image shown in Fig. 3. For the area shown in zoom #1
the centered registry is preserved over a distance of eight
chains consistent with the correlation length extracted
from the SPA-LEED line profiles. Zoom #2 depicts two
antiphase translational domains (green unit cells) sepa-
rated by a linear domain boundary which locally exhibits
the original structure (red unit cell). Note, that the STM
data presented in Fig. 3 provides a significant higher
correlation length compared to previous STM studies9,
in which the new registry is only observed across three
chains. This was achieved by improved UHV conditions
leading to a decreased defect concentration which signif-
icantly reduces the number of domain boundaries.

For the combination of a ×3 periodicity of the Si step
edge atoms and a ×2 periodicity of the Au wires, respec-
tively, the smallest unit cell along the steps must exhibit
a ×6 periodicity. We therefore would expect intensity
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Figure 3. STM image of the Si(553)-Au surface at 77 K
depicting the empty states. The tunneling bias was chosen
U = +0.5 V to highlight the×3 periodicity of the Si step edge
atoms with partially filled dangling bonds. Zoom #1 shows
a well ordered eight chain wide area of the centered unit cell.
Zoom #2 depicts two ordered centered domains separated by
a linear domain wall, locally exhibiting the original structure.

at 1/6 and 5/6 positions in the diffraction pattern. In
the right inset of Fig. 1 (a) the line profile of the diffrac-
tion pattern after integration along the [3310] direction
is shown. It does not show any traces of peaks at the
expected positions: in LEED, which is sensitive both to
the electron density and the position of the nuclei, we do
not observe a ×6 periodicity along the steps. From this,
we have to conclude that the structural elements of the
×3 periodicity of the Si step edge atoms and of the ×2
periodicity of the Au rows act as independent scatterers
during diffraction. Any mutual interaction between Au
and Si chain, respectively, can not be detected within the
accuracy of our LEED experiment.

The presence of spots instead of streaks in diffraction
implies long-range order perpendicular to the steps and
thus leads to an important conclusion: there is a signif-
icant interaction between the Si step edges despite their
substantial separation of 14.8 Å. We propose that this
interaction is primarily Coulombic, and arises from the
Madelung energy associated with the interaction of the
charges on the step edges. These charges can be de-
termined using the electron configurations of the step-
edge dangling bonds. Two out of three of these dan-
gling bonds are each fully occupied by two spin-paired
electrons, while every third dangling bond has just one
electron (and is therefore fully spin polarized6). Hence
the average occupancy of (5/3)e is modulated by a CDW
consisting of a deficit of (2/3)e on every third atom and
an excess (1/3)e on each of the other two. By assuming
perfect lateral ordering of these charges on an infinite
flat surface the total electrostatic energy of the CDW
can then be written as E = −αq2/a0, where α is the
Madelung constant, q = (2/3)e is the charge modula-
tion, and a0 is the maximum separation between neigh-
boring charges along a row. The Madelung constants
were calculated by directly summing the electrostatic in-
teraction energies over N shells of the surface unit cells.
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Figure 4. Schematics of possible spin ordering. (a) For the
original unit cell antiferromagnetic coupling along and ferro-
magnetic coupling perpendicular lead to magnetic long-range
ordering. Spin polarized Si step edge atoms are marked with
red circles and green crosses indicating local spin up and down
polarization. The structural unit cells are indicated by dashed
polygons. The smallest possible magnetic unit cell is marked
by black lines. (b) In the modified unit cell the magnetic
intra- and interchain nearest-neighbor coupling lead to frus-
trated interaction, suppressing any magnetic order.

This procedure converges with N sufficiently quickly in
2D. The resulting total energy was extrapolated to infi-
nite N by fitting the finite-N results to a power series
in 1/N and taking the limit (accuracy 1 : 104). We
find that the Madelung constant for the new unit cell,
αcentered = 1.6488, is indeed slightly larger than for the
original unit cell, α(1×3) = 1.6475. This difference cor-
responds to an energy preference of 2.1 meV per spin
for the new unit cell. To check this estimate we per-
formed DFT calculations, using methods detailed in Ref.
6, comparing the total energies of the two geometries.
The new geometry is favored by 1.6 meV per spin, in ex-
cellent agreement with the estimate based on Madelung
energies.
The centered geometry of the unit cell also has impli-

cations for the magnetism of the local spin moments on
every third Si step edge atom. Density-functional calcu-
lations for the original structure in Ref. 6 found that the
spins are antiferromagnetically coupled along the step
edges. For a strictly 1D spin chain quantum fluctua-
tions prevent any magnetic ordering30. In the real sys-
tem, however, additional couplings along other dimen-
sions, in particular between neighboring step edges, will
stabilize long-range order at sufficiently low, but finite
temperatures. For example, if mapped onto a nearest-
neighbor Heisenberg model the calculations for the origi-
nal structure yield an exchange constant along the chains
of J‖ = 15 meV, while the coupling between nearest spins
on neighboring chains is found to be ferromagnetic and
of magnitude J⊥1 = −0.3 meV (see Fig. 4 (a)). The
exchange constant to the next-nearest neighbor spin on
adjacent chains, J⊥2, had not been calculated, but is
expected to be considerably smaller than J⊥1 due to
the larger spin-spin separation. In this situation a com-
plex, overall antiferromagnetic ground state would be as-
sumed. This drastically changes in the new structure
reported here: J⊥1 and J⊥2 are now degenerate [J⊥, see
Fig. 4 (b)] leading to magnetic frustration and hence the
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suppression of magnetic order, independent of the sign of
J⊥. This situation has theoretically been studied in much
detail within the anisotropic triangular Heisenberg spin-
½ model (e.g. Ref. 31). Its phase diagram is controlled
by the single parameter |J⊥| /J‖, which for values < 0.8
leads to a 2D quantum spin liquid ground state. Such
exotic phases have previously been reported for quasi-2D
bulk anorganic32 and organic materials33. In the new
structure model the exchange constant along the chains
is calculated to be J‖ = 16 meV and perpendicular to
the steps J⊥ = −0.4 meV, respectively. These values
differ only slighty compared to the original model, but
provide an additional contribution to the energy lowering
of the centered geometry by the larger spin interaction.
For the new structure a parameter |J⊥| /J‖ = 0.025 is ob-
tained. This places the magnetic ground state of the local
spins in the Si(553)-Au system deep in the 2D spin liquid
regime31. In the mentioned bulk materials the spin liquid
properties have been identified through the temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. Measuring
this quantity for the surface spins in Si(553)-Au repre-
sents an experimental challenge, but could possibly be
achieved by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
experiments at the Si K- and L-edges34.
In summary, high resolution SPA-LEED, STM and

DFT were employed to study the geometric structure of
the Si(553)-Au system, which exhibits self-organized 1D
Au atom rows on highly ordered Si step arrays separated
by 14.8 Å. These double-strand Au rows are dimerized

and therefore show a double periodicity along the steps.
The step edges are built by single honeycomb graphitic
strips of Si atoms exhibiting a pronounced ×3 periodic-
ity along the steps. Both structural elements can eas-
ily be separated in the diffraction pattern and had been
observed as weak streaklike intensity in earlier studies.
Scrutinizing with SPA-LEED’s superior signal-to-noise
ratio we were able to detect individual diffraction spots
instead of a streaked intensity. This made it possible
to unambiguously determine the geometry of the sur-
face unit cell spanned by the spin polarized Si step edge
atoms, i.e., a centered geometry of the unit cell. As a con-
sequence, the magnetic exchange interactions are found
to be frustrated between neighboring spin chains, which
in the framework of the anisotropic triangular Heisenberg
model would stabilize an exotic 2D quantum spin liquid.
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